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Introduction
In 2014 less than 10% of the hardwood timber consumed in the UK was home grown1. This
short report incorporates the findings from the research carried out for the Grown in Britain
(GiB) WoodStock Innovate UK funded project into the hardwood supply market in the UK. It
outlines the feasibility and deployment options for a ‘GiB WoodStock’ timber supply hub that
would offer a reliable, cost effective supply chain based upon a consolidated virtual stock of
UK grown timber, backed by a design advice service based on UK best practice.
It includes information on the findings from the market research carried out at the start of the
project (Work Stream 1), finance options (Work Stream 2), buying platform and possible
business structures (Work Stream 3), and efficiencies that could be employed to compete
against imported competition (Work Stream 4). It also summarises the dissemination carried
out as part of the project (Work Stream 5).
The project bought together leading organisations from across the UK construction supply
chain and timber research communities. Project Leader, English Woodlands Timber, who
have been in business for over 25 years with the roots of the company dating back over 70
years, are woodland managers and saw millers. They have also developed and
implemented online sales systems. Subcontractors Sustainable Construction Solutions and
RES, they bring in construction expertise with supply chain knowledge and access to UK
contractors, and a wide range of experience in forestry and finance projects across the UK,
Europe and North America respectively.
The other project partners included:









1

BRE, the UKs leading building research organisation, with research experience
dating back to their time as a government organisation and access to many contacts
in the industry for market research.
Forestry Commission hold data on woodland cover in the UK, and specifically for this
project, estimates of supply and changing species availability over the next 50 years.
Grown in Britain, formed at the behest of Government in response to Bishop Jones'
Independent Panel on Forestry, have expertise on home grown timber and a network
of followers to enable dissemination of the findings.
Sylva Foundation, a respected and independent player in the forestry sector, have an
extensive network of contacts in the industry for market research.
T Brewer are a leading local timber merchant supplying the construction industry with
domestic and imported material, and work closely with the Timber Trades Federation.
Willmott Dixon, a leading main contractor committed to the highest levels of
sustainability, with recent projects including the WWF headquarters constructed
largely from timber.

Forestry Commission 2015 Forestry Statistics: http://www.forestry.gov.uk/forestry/infd-7aqdgc
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Executive Summary
The Market Research carried out for this project identified that a much larger proportion of
the circa 500,000m3 of hardwood timber supplied to the UK market could be obtained from
home grown sources. The GiB WoodStock Work Stream 1 Report2 found that at least
6million m3 overbark standing timber would be available annually in the UK over the long
term to 2061 without reducing the overall volume of standing timber; in fact the standing
volume would increase over this time. Based on a conservative estimate of converting 10%
of this annual availability to saw logs, this could produce up to 400,000m3 of sawn timber (an
eight fold increase in the current supply).
The report concluded that, based on the current demand profile, home grown hardwood
supply could be increased by at least 20% in the short term (to 2020) using existing
processing capacity, and doubled in the medium term (to 2050) if modest investment in
processing capacity is forthcoming. However if specifications can be changed to reduce the
specification of oak in favour of other species, and with increased infrastructure investment,
there is significant scope to increase production eight fold over the long term.
Five species were identified as the key species to focus on: ash, beech, oak, sweet chestnut
and sycamore. The report also identified that there is significant opportunity to realise
funding opportunities through the sale of the remaining 5½ million m3 per annum of overbark
standing timber, that is not suitable for saw logs, as wood chip biomass.
At its simplest level, this would require additional working capital to finance the larger
quantities of UK timber in the supply chain (predominantly in drying time prior to secondary
processing) but that displacing imports would also require additional stocks of square edged
timber, to ensure the consistency of supply that the wider merchant sector enjoys from
importers. An added benefit of this stock would be the range of added value products which
could be offered on the basis of prompt processing square edged stock.
While the wholesale sector has responded positively to the potential displacement of some
imported material, they and the finance community have demonstrated a clear preference for
dealing with a consolidated UK proposition, rather than a range of individual suppliers or
stockholders. This will represent one of the key challenges for the eventual business plan of
Grown in Britain Woodstock, as the largest processors may not feel the need to engage in
wider initiatives when self-funding or direct contracting with wholesalers remains an option
for them. A feature of the current businesses operating in hardwood supply is their small size
relative to European/American producers and family type ownership.
Another significant element of improving the hardwood supply chain, echoed by other work
packages, is the need to address the small percentages of useable timber in many UK
woodlands. While the processing sector remains confident of access to timber in the short
term, largely from managed estates, the objective of improved woodland management and
long term supply will need to address the logistics and financial challenges of harvesting
poor quality woods. This will require a clear proposition to woodland owners, logistics for
optimising access to small parcels of saw logs, and possibly, financing of the large stocks of
biomass which will also arise. One interesting option here is to seek financing initiatives
around biomass, with saw logs as the “co-product”.
The market research confirmed that there was a lack of information on the availability of UK
hardwood, and this was seen as the key barrier to the specification of home grown timber in
construction projects. Many customers and suppliers were not aware that, for many of the
applications for which they specify hardwood, timber could be sourced from a UK supply.
Processors did not have a clear picture of the demand for hardwood. Linked to this was the
2

GiB Wood Stock Work Stream 1 Report: http://www.growninbritain.org/seeing-the-wood-from-thetrees/
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lack of a common visual grading standard for UK hardwood, and the project has therefore
recommended that the industry adopts the Forestry Commissions Making the Grade3
document as the standard for visual grading going forward.
It is proposed that Grown in Britain (GiB) WoodStock be inaugurated to occupy a current
space in the supply chain, as far as home grown timber is concerned, to enable individual
UK saw mills to engage with the timber merchants supplying construction more effectively.
This position is a similar position to that held by consolidation yards and timber exporters in
other countries supplying the large wholesale timber merchants in the UK. GiB WoodStock
do not intend to displace these businesses, more work alongside them to provide them and
others with home grown timber product at a competitive price that we believe will fill a future
gap in imported supply.
Figure 3.1.1 below is a much simplified version of the supply chain to show the position of
GiB WoodStock.

Fig 3.1.1

As part of the business structure work package, a specification for a consolidated virtual
stock online buying platform has been produced that would be used to promote the
availability of UK hardwoods across UK saw mills. The specification includes details on the
information required to be obtained from the buyer through an improved search function,
including the category of the timber (Boules, Boards. Joinery, etc.), sizes, grading, origin and
any certification. It also details the information required to be presented to the buyer once
timber meeting their search specification is found, such as quantities available, moisture
content, price, delivery policy and who to contact for further information.
In addition to the purchase of timber, this specification also looks at the option of adding a
log buying element to link the woodland owners with processors. This would ideally be linked
to an online platform such as the myForest platform developed by the Sylva Foundation, to
enable engagement with smaller, less established log sellers. Finally it looks at how the
Wood for Good lifecycle database and TRADA performance information could be linked into
the system, to enable those viewing the selected timbers to see what the lifecycle
impacts/benefits would be and ensure the timber is suitable for their intended purpose.
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To be able to supply competitively priced timber into this supply chain the UK industry will
need to ensure it produces timber as efficiently as possible. The project investigated the
processing in North America and France and identified a small number of efficiency
measures that could be employed in the UK, including log scanning technology which maps
the optimum cutting dimensions for the log. It also explored other efficiency ideas such as
reducing sawing thicknesses for certain timbers and producing product blanks from waney
edge boards that could quickly be turned into finished joinery products.
In summary, there is a compelling opportunity to expand the use of UK hardwoods, but it will
require a collective resolve, ideally on a national basis, if it is to meet the requirements of the
finance community and the UK demand. We believe that implementing the
recommendations within this report will increase the confidence in UK hardwood for
merchants, manufacturers, designers and contractors in the UK construction industry,
increase value and choice for customers, and underpin increased investment in innovation in
both the utilisation and management of UK woodland resources.
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1.0 Work Stream 1 – Market Research
1.1 Customer Survey
The customer survey was sent out via the Grown in Britain Construction Group, the UK
Construction Group (UKCG) materials working group, and the BRE customer database. A
total of 86 responses were received, predominantly from Contractors (Fig 1.1.1). The full
summary of responses can be found in Appendix A of the Work Stream 1 Report.

Fig 1.1.1
The predominant uses for hardwood were identified as internal and external joinery, such as
doors frames, screens, windows, architrave and skirting. However other external uses, such
as cladding and decking, and internal flooring were also identified. (Fig 1.1.2)

Fig 1.1.2
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By far the most predominant species specified was oak, for both internal and external
joinery. Other major species included ash, beech, cherry, maple, tulipwood, and walnut for
internal joinery, and iroko, sapele and utile for external joinery.
The reasons why these particular species were specified was normally down to client
preference or architect’s specification, with suitability for use (particularly durability) being a
key concern. (Fig 1.1.3)

Fig 1.1.3

80% of respondents said they either rarely, sometimes or never specified home grown
timber. When these respondents were asked why, the main reason was that they did not
have information on who could supply home grown timber, or they believed the timber they
required was not available from UK sources. Other popular answers were that they had no
preference or it was believed to be more expensive. (Fig 1.1.4)

Fig 1.1.4

80% of the customers who responded specify some form of chain of custody standard, with
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) being the most popular (78%), followed closely by the
Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC) (59%). Grown in Britain was
specified by only 20% of those customers who answered this question, however this was
seen as positive as it had only been available for a year at the time of the survey. This
correlated with the answers given by the supply chain.
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1.2. Supply Chain Survey
The results of the supply chain questionnaires have been incorporated into this report to
show a complete picture of the views.
The supply chain survey was split into separate Supplier (those who take the processed
wood and supply an end customer) and Processor (those who supply and process round
wood) questionnaires. A Grown in Britain supply chain list was developed especially for this
project by English Woodlands Timber from Grown in Britain’s initial contact sheet, and the
addition of data from the Timber Research and Development Association (TRADA) supplier
database, partner members’ information, and others. The survey was distributed by TRADA,
the British Woodwork Federation (BWF), the Timber Trade Federation (TTF) and the UKCG
Materials Group. A total of 39 responses were received for the supplier questionnaire
(predominantly from timber importers and specialist merchants as well as manufacturers,
see Fig 1.2.1) and 27 responses were received for the processor questionnaire
(predominantly from saw millers, see Fig 1.2.2). The full summary of responses can be
found in Appendix A of the Work Stream 1 Report.

Fig 1.2.1

Fig 1.2.2
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For suppliers, the predominant species supplied was oak, followed by ash, beech, maple,
tulipwood, and walnut, along with sapele, iroko, utile and some other tropical species (Fig
1.2.3). The uses for the timber identified by the suppliers were almost identical to those
identified by customers, with the only increase being for the other furniture category.

Fig 1.2.3
For processors, the predominant species supplied was oak, followed by ash, beech sweet
chestnut and sapele (Fig 1.2.4).

Fig 1.2.4
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81% of suppliers said they either rarely, sometimes or never specified home grown timber.
When these respondents were asked why, similar to the customers, the main reason was
that they believed the timber they required was not grown in the UK, followed by lack of
information on who could supply home grown timber. Other popular answers were they
believed it to be more expensive, visual grading was inconsistent, and there was uncertainty
over supply (Fig 1.2.5).

Fig 1.2.5
When the suppliers were asked what services and infrastructure they believed were missing
from the hardwood supply chain, a consistent visual quality grading system was seen as the
biggest issue, followed by clear stock availability and product range (Fig 1.2.6)

Fig 1.2.6
When suppliers were asked what they thought of their UK hardwood suppliers (e.g. saw
mills) the message was generally positive, with quality of timber and service, and suitability
of the timber all being good or fair. The only area that attracted significant poor ratings was
the availability and lead time for large quantities of timber (Fig 1.2.7).

Fig 1.2.7
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95% of processors wanted to increase the throughput of timber through their businesses.
When asked what limited the quantity of hardwood they could supply, uncertainty over
customer demand was the key factor identified, with production capacity second (Fig 1.2.8).

Fig 1.2.8
When they were asked what services and infrastructure they believed were missing, similar
results to the suppliers were obtained, with consistent grading being by far the biggest issue
(Fig 1.2.9).

Fig 1.2.9

1.3 Species Match
The species of hardwood timber imported into the UK are diverse and represent the
overwhelming majority of the total UK hardwood market. The project looked not only at those
species that could be directly substituted for UK grown species, as they are identical species
grown in other parts of Europe (Table 1.3.1), but also the possibility of substituting species
from further afield, including tropical species (Table 1.3.2).
Table 1.3.1 – Direct Substitution of European Imports

Species
Oak (Quercus spp.)
Beech (Fagus spp.)
Poplar (Populus spp.)
Ash (Fraxinus spp.)
Maple (Acer spp.)
Cherry (Prunus spp.)
Birch (Betula spp.)

2014 Imported Quantity4
168,000m3
25,000m3
23,000m3
16,000m3
3,000m3
1,000m3
No quantities available

4

Source
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe

2014 Joint Forest Sector Questionnaire:
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/JQsep15web.pdf/$FILE/JQsep15web.pdf
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Based on information provided in the supplier survey on the non-European species being
supplied, and using existing data on timber characteristics, such as mechanical and physical
properties, and durability56, UK grown alternatives for the imported non-European temperate
and tropical species have been suggested (Note: colour and appearance of UK timber may
not match imported species). A full report is available in Appendix B of the Work Stream 1
Report, but the information is summarised in Table 1.3.2 below:
Table 1.3.2 – Potential Alternatives to Non-European Species

Imported Species
Ash, American

Alternative UK Species
Ash

Tulipwood / American Yellow
Poplar

Source
Eastern USA and
Canada
Eastern USA and
Canada
Eastern USA and
Canada
Eastern USA and
Canada
Eastern USA and
Canada

Iroko

West Africa

Oak, Sweet Chestnut (although

Meranti, dark red

Malaysia

Maple, Rock
Maple, Soft
Oak, American White

Sycamore, Sweet Chestnut
Sycamore, Sweet Chestnut
Oak
Ash (although slightly heavier)

slightly larger movement)

Ash, Sycamore
Birch, Beech (although care will be
required with these as they are large
movement species)

Meranti, light red

Malaysia

Ash, Sycamore

Sapele

West Africa

Oak, Sweet Chestnut

Utile

West Africa

Sweet Chestnut

Although the above species have been chosen on the basis of their similar performance with
regard to certain properties, such as durability, some of these may perform differently to the
originally specified imported species depending on the application, so direct substitution for
certain applications may not be possible. Anyone looking to specify an alternative to the
above non-European temperate and tropical species should first consult the BRE, TRADA or
a specialist timber merchant detailing the application they intend to use the species for to
confirm suitability for use in a particular application. In addition you will need to ensure there
are sufficient quantities are available at the quality grade required.

1.4 Forestry Commission Inventory Survey
In April 2014 the Forestry Commission issued a ‘50 year forecast of hardwood timber
availability’ in the UK. This estimates that as of March 2012, there was 245 million m3 of
overbark standing volume of broadleaf trees in the UK (excluding Northern Ireland, for which
figures are not available), of which three quarters was located in England. From this data the
5

TRADA Wood Information Sheet (WIS) 2/3-67: Specifying British-Grown Timbers:
http://www.trada.co.uk/publications/download/?id=1BA8D997-A587-42B1-BC64-564252E19425
6 EN350-2:1994 Durability of wood and wood-based products. Natural durability of solid wood. Guide
to natural durability and treatability of selected wood species of importance in Europe
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Forestry Commission were asked to estimate the possible annual production volume over
the 50 year period for different regions in the UK, and this information is contained in
Appendix C of the Work Stream 1 Report.
Based on this data, this Forestry Commission study concluded that:





The volume of overbark standing timber available for extraction would be around
10million m3 between 2013 and 2016 rising to 11.5million m3 between 2017 and
2021, before stabilising at around 6million m3 from 2022 to 20617
Even through removing the above production year on year, the overbark standing
timber volume could still increase to 450 million m3 by 20617
Significant volumes of ash would be available over the next 10 years due to the
effects of Chalara7

Based on this data, the GiB WoodStock research team calculated that:





Based on a conservative estimate of converting only 10% of the above 6million m3
into saw quality logs, an average of 600,000m3 of quality saw logs would be available
Based on a conversion rate of two thirds to sawn timber, would equate to 400,000m3
of sawn timber annually by 2061 (suggesting an eight fold increase in production)
Increasing extraction rates, alongside increased planting and improved forest
management, would likely result in even more sawn timber being available
Based on the Forestry Commission estimates for timber extraction from 2042-2046,
average annual volumes of sawn timber for five key species could be as follows:
o Ash - 70,000m3
o Beech - 41,000m3
o Oak - 50,000m3
o Sweet Chestnut - 45,000m3
o Sycamore - 39,000m3
o Other Species – 50,000m3

Based on the above extraction rate, this would leave a balance of logs that would not be
suitable for saw logs (90% of the overbark standing volume), along with waste from the saw
log processing, that on average would amount to around 5½ million m3 per annum. There is
therefore a significant opportunity to realise funding opportunities for the processing of saw
logs (which ties up capital for a significant period of time during the air drying process)
through the sale of this timber as wood chip biomass.

1.5 Infrastructure Requirements
1.5.1 UK timber demand and production
Table 3.2 of the 2015 Forestry Statistics report (extract below) states that the UK consumed
526,000m3 of hardwood sawn timber in 2014, with the UK producing 47,000m3. However the
figures do not state how much of the UK produced timber is included in export figure (this
study has assumed 50% (9,000m3), which ties in with the TTF estimate).

7

Forestry Commission 50-year Hardwood Availability Forecast by region and species
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Figures from the Joint Forest Sector Questionnaire 2014 show that 243,000m3 was imported
from outside the European Union (EU) (151,000m3 of temperate species and 92,000m3 of
tropical species) with 253,000m3 imported from the EU. In addition 24,000m3 of veneer
sheets (assumed to be hardwood) were imported. The EU import figures are broken down
by species in Table 1.5.1 below:
Table 1.5.1

However, it is estimated that 21,000m3 of the total imports were re-exported.
Based on the responses to the GiB WoodStock supplier survey, and subsequent follow-up
calls and visits carried out w/c 7th December 2015 by English Woodlands Timber, the vast
majority of the hardwood timber being processed in the UK is oak (up to 90%), with the
remainder being made up of ash, beech, elm, sweet chestnut, sycamore and other
temperate species, along with a quantity of tropical hardwood species imported as logs.
If we apply the split of European imports to the figure for imports from outside the EU we can
estimate the total quantity of sawn timber for each species being imported (although this
cannot be considered an accurate split). Also based on interviews with processors, we can
estimate what is being produced in the UK. See Table 1.5.2 below:
Table 1.5.2 – Current UK Production and Imports

Species
Oak
Ash
Beech
Cherry
Elm
Maple
Poplar
Sweet Chestnut
Sycamore
Other Temperate
Other Tropical
Totals

Estimated UK Production
42,000m3
2,000m3
1,000m3
100m3
200m3
0m3
0m3
1,000m3
500m3
200m3
0m3
47,000m3
16

Estimated Imports
268,000m3
25,000m3
40,000m3
1,500m3
500m3
4,500m3
37,000m3
500m3
500m3
26,500m3
92,000m3
496,000m3
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1.5.2 Possible UK production
The data from the Forestry Commission appears to show that there is little scope to increase
the UK production of oak, however based the current estimated throughput obtained from
discussions with the saw mills, the conversion rates on current production appear to be
much higher than the 10% we have used above. Further investigation into the quality of the
standing oak available is therefore required, as it may turn out that more oak will be available
due to the fact that this species has been managed for timber over many years.
There does however seem to be a significant opportunity to increase the UK production of
ash, beech, sweet chestnut and sycamore. The working group has tabled two possible
scenarios for increasing UK hardwood production.
The first scenario takes an arbitrary target that looks at increasing overall production by 20%
in the short term (by 2020), and by at least 100% over the medium term (by 2050), based on
the current use of these hardwood species in the construction industry. Table 1.5.3 below
estimates the possible volumes of each species that would need to be produced based on
current imported quantities:
Table 1.5.3 – Possible Production (based on current use profile)

Species
Oak
Ash
Beech
Cherry
Elm
Sweet Chestnut
Sycamore (Maple)
Other Temperate
Totals

Current 2015
42,000m3
2,000m3
1,000m3
100m3
200m3
1,000m3
500m3
200m3
47,000m3

Possible 2020
46,000m3
5,000m3
2,400m3
120m3
240m3
1,400m3
1,000m3
240m3
56,400m3

Possible 2050
50,000m3
15,000m3
20,000m3
200m3
400m3
5,000m3
3,000m3
400m3
94,000m3

Based on our analysis of the data from the Forestry Commission on UK availability of saw
logs, these targets should be easily achievable.
The second scenario looks at the hardwood saw log availability and how this could be used.
Promoting the use of species other than oak, particularly for internal applications where
durability is not an issue, would allow the additional resources of ash, beech, sweet
chestnut, sycamore and other species identified above to be better utilised. Initial indications
from specifiers, including those attending Ecobuild in March 2016, showed that there was a
desire to move away from oak and to use alternative species wherever possible. Table 1.5.4
introduces a possible scenario where all the available resources identified above are used:
Table 1.5.4 – Possible Production (based on specification substitution of oak)

Species
Oak
Ash
Beech
Cherry
Elm
Sweet Chestnut
Sycamore (Maple)
Other Temperate
Totals

Current 2015
42,000m3
2,000m3
1,000m3
100m3
200m3
1,000m3
500m3
200m3
47,000m3

Possible 2020
46,000m3
10,000m3
5,000m3
500m3
300m3
7,000m3
5,000m3
1,000m3
74,800m3

Possible 2050
50,000m3
70,000m3
41,000m3
1,500m3
500m3
55,000m3
39,000m3
5,000m3
262,000m3

This shows that there is scope to increase production by at least 60% in the short term and
five fold in the medium term. Long term there is potential to achieve the eight fold increase
17
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indicated by the initial Forestry Commission data through the implementation of improved
woodland management to increase log yields from the current estimated 10%. This would be
a significant increase in production providing jobs in the rural economy in areas such as
woodland management, tree felling, distribution, saw milling and processing.

1.5.3 Infrastructure
As for sawing and kilning capacity, as mentioned above, a number of interviews were carried
out with the known hardwood saw mills around the UK, either in person or over the phone,
and the details of these interviews can be found in Appendix D of the Work Stream 1 Report.
A map of the locations of these mills is included in Appendix E of the Work Stream 1 Report.
The headline figures for the above interviews is as follows:











35 saw mills identified
23 of these saw mills were interviewed
14 said they were currently sawing logs (both home grown and imported)
A number of the mills not sawing logs were sending there logs to other mills on the
list for processing
Total volume of sawn timber currently processed by these 14 mills through their band
mills was 26,000m3 per annum
Spare capacity varied between the 14 mills, but overall capacity for milling was
estimated at 54,000m3 per annum (108% spare capacity)
14 mills said they had kilning capacity
Total volume of sawn timber currently being kilned was 15,000m3
Spare capacity varied between the mills, but overall capacity for kilning was
estimated at 24,000m3 per annum (60% spare capacity)
Many did not have sufficient dry storage capacity for any significant increase in
throughput

If we extrapolate these results across the sector we estimate there to be approximately
98,000m3 of saw milling capacity and 48,000m3 of kilning capacity.
Based on these data, there appears to be sufficient capacity to increase timber throughput
by 60% by 2020 with no additional band mill or kilning requirements, however additional
dedicated dry storage will need to be procured. Long term there would need to be
investment made in band mill capacity, kilning and further dry storage to achieve the
increased production figures.

18
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2.0 Work Stream 2 – Finance Options
2.1 Background Information
One of the key barriers to maintaining higher timber stock levels is the processing time to get
saw logs into timber. This is dependent on the thickness of sawn boards, and will take 12
months for each 25mm of timber thickness. This work stream looked at various funding
options to increase the stocks of processed timber in saw mill yards, and other central
storage locations, to enable the release of capital for investment in other areas. This will also
extend to options for pre-purchasing and advanced felling of trees in woodlands to ensure
consistent supplies into saw mills, with the advantage of consistent management and
investment in woodlands to increase yield.

2.2 Market Drivers
As with most innovation initiatives, market pull will be a key driver of the GiB Woodstock
initiative in growing sales of UK sourced timber, and its ability to deliver resulting benefits.
With UK sourced timber currently supplying less than 10% of UK hardwood timber use,
understanding market drivers for the other 90% plus is a key objective. The project
application estimated a potential for, up to, an eightfold increase in the use of British grown
hardwoods in the long term, based upon UK usage and future availability of standing UK
hardwood. This was investigated, in more detail, in Work Stream 1, with regard to availability
and desirability of species. Work Stream 2 has largely focused upon characterising the
domestic supply chain, with discussions on competing import propositions (WP 2.2) and
possible interest from funders (WP 2.3). Within the work stream, the focus was upon the
challenges to increasing market pull for UK sourced timber and associated funding
implications. This has been approached from the market, back to source.

2.3 Sales
The UK market for sawn hardwood, in 2014, accounted for 525,000m3 of which under
50,000m3 was domestically sourced.
A number of discussions were undertaken to establish the appetite, amongst the large
wholesale merchant community, to displace a proportion of their current 500,000m3 import
volumes, with UK sourced material. All parties expressed considerable interest in a UK
proposition, which could address a number of current challenges, including





Exchange rate fluctuations
Supply constraints
o French oak
o American ash
Preference for UK material amongst some end users.

The key considerations for contracting for regular supply of UK hardwood, were as follows:
Quality
The perceived quality of UK sourced timber had improved in recent years, with much of the
“made to order” UK products competing on customer specification and high quality.
For the balance of the market quality requirements are as much about consistency of quality,
with the imported temperate species purchased to specifications such as those published by
the American Hardwood Export Council (AHEC). While these specifications are not always
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particularly detailed or technically exacting, they give a great deal of comfort and a basis for
trading of consistent qualities across a range of origins.
The Forestry Commission document “Making the Grade” was used as a basis for discussing
UK specifications and was held to be a major opportunity. If for instance UK ash was
supplied to a specification, it would not necessarily need to match the outright quality of
American white ash, for instance, but would need to maintain a consistent quality, across a
range of suppliers, and therefore consistent difference to its American counterpart.
Availability
While accepting that scale supply of UK sourced square edge timber might take time to
develop, it is important to the wholesale sector that supply is reliable and consistent in
quantity (as well as quality) once committed.
As a two stage process, most of the respondents felt that partial substitution of imported
material was initially best done on a “like for like” basis, i.e. marketed as European oak, ash
etc. until reliable deliveries and qualities are established. This will allow the supply chain to
grow gradually, without creating significant reaction from imported material and without initial
marketing which might disrupt current sales of UK branded timber.
In the longer term to appeal to major contractors, UK sourced timber will need to offer scale
and prompt availability, where previous attempts to create larger orders have often been
hindered by long lead times for domestic supply. This suggests larger stocks of sawn timber
to service this market and, given the capacity to quickly conduct secondary processing,
potentially a wider range of added value products.
This was not seen as conflicting with/competitive to the existing sourcing of small order UK
materials on a “made to order” basis.
Commercial Offer
This does not merely reflect price, but we should assume that a proportion of any growth in
sales will need to at least match the price of imported alternatives. While this is not directly a
funding issue, the overall efficiency of the supply chain and its funding requirements will
have an impact on the ability to offer competitive propositions, including credit. Imported
timber appears on occasion to enjoy generous credit terms. While these often relate to
offsetting long delivery times, it can also be packaged as improved payment terms, which we
should assume will need to be matched in some, if not all, cases.
Perhaps due to the fragmented nature of the UK supply chain, but possibly also reflecting
the presence of consolidators such as the US concentration yards, all of the large wholesale
merchants expressed a preference for dealing with one financially reliable, counterparty
rather than a number of smaller suppliers, even if they are acting together against a
specification and common contract.
2.2.1 Funding Requirements – Sales
Discussions with project partner T. Brewer and with the three major wholesale
merchants/importers suggest that, in addition to the financing requirement of existing sales,
any expansion of domestic supply through import substitution might need:



A proportionate increase in funding for receivables
An increase in the provision of credit, to match that offered
o Consignment finance (payment post sale), or
o Extended Credit

This increase in working capital, while potentially more bankable, due to the nature of the
counterparties, will also be associated with lower average gross margins than the direct
sales and specific orders from stock which characterise much of the existing UK hardwood
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sales. The degree to which this is offset by the lower, marginal, cost of sales and processing
will vary by supplier.

2.3 Processing Stock
The issue of funding stocks of logs, sawn, and processed timber in the domestic hard wood
supply chain, was highlighted as a central issue during the inception of the project,
representing a key obstacle to expansion in processing capacity and the associated
procurement of standing timber.
The project proposal identified the considerable stock requirements of domestic processors
and committed that “A key project outcome will be a review of financing timber through the
supply chain. In particular saw logs awaiting processing, and product stocks in saw mills and
subsequent processors inventory awaiting sale, which currently tie up capital, restrict
expansion of timely customer availability, investment and innovation.”
Discussions with processors suggest that work in progress/stock of up to £1million may be
required to support annual sales of £2million. This represents a significant burden in both
working capital and risk to processors. While the extended drying times of hardwood,
typically 1 year per 25mm of board thickness for air drying, is common with imported
material, the nature of the UK supply chain may present competitive disadvantages to
imported material on a number of fronts:







Imported material typically enjoys larger economies of scale, which reduce stock
ratios and relative risk when expanding stock, either through:
o Larger individual processing facilities
o The use of consolidators, either concentration yards (in the USA) or cooperative arrangements (mainland Europe)
o This also leads to more specialised processing in some cases, including
shorter lead times where related to specific kilning
The presence of consolidators, reduces the time that stock sits with the processing
sector as they will own logs or finished products through part of the process.
The range of species and products in the UK is spread over a large number of
smaller processors, with higher implied stock levels for a given product across the
market. This is exacerbated by the primary processing of some products which are
regarded as co-products elsewhere (e.g. oak boards as a co product of beam
production in France)
This fragmentation makes stock difficult/impossible for individual processors to
externally finance in the UK

Based upon estimates of value through the supply chain, current UK sourced sales may
represent a stock funding requirement of £25million to support the processing of current UK
supply. This funding requirement is spread across up to 30 processors, currently utilising
around 50% of their processing potential. Releasing the working capital in the current UK
hardwood supply chain would be sufficient to double current capacity, subject other minor
imbalances in theoretically available processing capacity.
To compete on like terms with imported timber, short lead times for large orders are likely to
be required. This, and the regular supply against contract, implies a step change in
stockholding and possible increases in capacity of later stage processing.
2.3.1 Funding Requirements – Processing
While releasing working capital to double domestic hardwood processing capacity at the
expense of similar imported materials may appear attractive, there are a number of
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challenges, particularly around collective action and the attractiveness of import equivalent
contracts.
As referenced in comments above, pricing this additional capacity might, initially at least, be
associated with lower gross margins compared to existing processor throughput. This should
be mitigated by the marginal nature of additional orders, with little or no additional overhead
or sales costs, and might in time be offset by increases in premiums for branded UK timber
and/or additional value added processing.
The attractiveness of import equivalent contracts will undoubtedly have improved with
recent, post Brexit vote, changes to exchange rates, but will vary according to the amount of
spare capacity available to individual processors, and the degree to which their scale would
allow acquisition of such business on a stand-alone basis.
Our discussions with the finance community have demonstrated a significant appetite for
funding stock, in a similar vein to that practised, for instance, in the oil industry, where both
crude oil and the resulting products are held by third party funders across the supply chain.
This would however require:






A unified approach – While those approached are relatively comfortable with the
overall hardwood supply chain, its fragmentation and diverse customer base create a
strong preference for dealing with a central entity. Funding the whole sector removes
the risk of “picking losers” and of re-allocating stock, in case of individual failure;
A common approach – While preferring the lower risk, not to mention the
considerable reduction in administrative complexity, of a single counterparty, the use
of common terms amongst a small number of processors would offer some attraction
to finance providers;
Scale – we should not forget that the total annual turnover of the UK domestic
hardwood supply chain is of the order of £50million. The associated stock funding
requirements of this entire supply chain remain modest by the standards of most
stock funding facilities.

2.4 Harvesting
Work Stream 1 of the project has established that the quantities of UK hardwood trees
available for felling, within regimes which would also positively contribute to environmental
objectives, represents the equivalent of 100 years of current UK hardwood use, or 1000
years of current domestic hardwood supply. Standing timber is not, however, the same,
logistically or economically, as accessible saw logs and, even where accessible, may not
represent appropriate quality for processors or end market demand.
Estimates from the Forestry Commission suggest that only 10% of currently available UK
hardwoods are suitable for saw logs. But in spite of this low percentage of “quality” timber,
for most species, UK supply is sufficient for a significant increase in both overall hardwood
market and market share of UK sourced timber.
Initial characterisation of the existing supply chain, focussed on procurement by processors
of quality saw logs, which tends to be based upon known demand, rather than extensive
speculative harvesting for stock. Procurement may also be driven by the high proportion of
availability arising from regular management and resulting sales from managed estates,
rather than felling to processor order from more widespread availability.
There is a consensus, amongst those contacted, that short term growth in domestic demand
can be serviced by the existing “estate” output, and that production may respond, over time,
to this increased demand. In order to achieve the wider improvements in woodland
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management and significant increase in supply, engagement with less regularly managed
woodlands will be necessary.
Within the overall estimated 10% of quality saw logs within the current UK over stood
availability, conversation with buyers, contractors and estates suggests that a large
proportion of this overall availability comes from high percentages of quality logs within well
managed estates. This suggests (and has been reinforced by subsequent informal research)
that other woodlands may contain as little as 2% useable timber on average, and in many
cases none at all. While a low percentage of quality can still contribute significantly to the
economics of any block of woodland, given the large spread in values between quality timber
and firewood, it is clear that access to much of the UK’s woodland will be driven by non-saw
log demand.
The balance of hardwood harvesting, beyond quality log harvesting, and much of the nonsaw log material from saw log harvesting finds its way into the log and woodchip market,
which is largely disconnected from the current saw log supply chain.
Further investigation of the biomass market was undertaken on the basis that:




The original proposal, and prior research, have suggested that the wood fuel market
may provide an opportunity to optimise whole trees and whole woods, by replacing or
exceeding the role in the supply chain (and more) previously played by pulp.
The trees suitable for biomass appear to exceed the trees suitable for saw logs, on
average by a factor of over nine to one, thus:
o In the event of harvesting for saw logs, the biomass output may be equal to
the output of saw logs. Only half the tree becoming a road side saw log.
o In the event of clearance, the biomass released will be up to 19 times the
volume of saw logs, and almost 5 times their value, for an average area.
o There is a reasonable possibility that biomass activities will provide sufficient
motivation for harvesting in many cases, with the resulting possibility of saw
logs as a co-product.

Where the predominant motivation for felling is for biomass, or clearance for re-planting,
access to any resulting saw logs is often inhibited by their restricted numbers. This might be
addressed through a consolidator approach, such as hubs (below) or via a “milk round”
gathering service.
It is clear that the lack of reliable price information, whether for saw-logs, biomass or a
combination, is a major obstacle to bringing some woodland into management. This is
reflected by great variations in levels of trust of the contractor community, particularly
amongst occasional participants in the market. By the same token, unrealistic expectations
often undermine industry interest in small or occasional players.
Price discovery is a key element of most commodity “clearing house” approaches. Given the
small volumes and species/quality variations, price discovery will require a significant
amount of education around premiums, discounts and logistical value adjustments.
Plant biomass accounts for around 25% of UK renewable energy, with the domestically
sourced wood fuel market alone accounting for over 1 million tonnes of oil equivalent.
Existing biomass suppliers see significant potential to extend chip supply to reliable
commercial clients and a number of major “blue chip” energy consumers have confirmed
their appetite for long term supply.
Some of the initial conversations with potential funders of timber supply chain operations
have been driven by their desire to create access to associated biomass supply.
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The margins available from biomass supply, at several stages in the supply chain, may
make a significant contribution to the economics, and desire to fund, other supply operations
(sustainability of both operations, a key factor in biomass value, is significantly enhanced by
an integrated approach).
2.4.1 Funding Requirements – Harvesting
In relation to the majority of current saw log acquisition from well managed estates, stock
financing might only be applied as an extension of process financing, allowing more, or
earlier, commitment from processors. This is unlikely to significantly alter the behaviour of
estate managers who are, with the exception of occasional market dips, managing for their
own system and able to place timber amongst a number of regular buyers.
For the balance of the UK hardwood resource, there are a number of challenges to
increasing saw log supply, mainly focused around the accompanying value of poorer quality
material, for which the primary use will be biomass. This may be best addressed by a milk
round and sorting/stock accumulation system, which would have modest funding
requirements. Given the stock holding requirements of the biomass sector, particularly after
a warm winter (as last winter) it may be better to address this area first, with the added
benefits of resulting saw logs and finance piggy backed onto a biomass focused system.
Potential synergies exist with other initiatives such as wood hubs (currently focused on wood
fuel) that are being explored on a regional basis. The ability of regional operations, logs and
biomass, to service larger contracts and to address local or regional imbalances, is a major
benefit of a consolidated or “hub of hubs” concept. This plus the opportunity of greater
bankability also makes the concept attractive to existing regional biomass suppliers.

2.5 Management
One of the objectives of the project is to establish the degree to which a supply chain hub
might increase the management of woodlands.
While well managed woodlands may currently enjoy a healthy economic outlook, based
upon sales of timber for saw logs, much of the woodland which is not currently under active
management:



Is likely to require the contribution of biomass to contribute to any harvesting (above)
and subsequent transformation.
Adequate re-stocking and subsequent management will also require a compelling
business case for its future costs and values. Without this, which partly rely upon
future price discovery, it is often hard to make a case for commencing basic
management.

The availability of long term agreements for the use of fuels and a robust UK hardwood
timber supply chain create a number of options in this regard.
In addition, the re-planting of hardwoods for longer term commercial supply (potentially with
grants unavailable to commercial softwood plantations) is of interest to long term investors,
such as pension funds. This interest will to some extent rely upon the expansion of robust
and credit worthy supply chains and may in time potentially include integrated approaches to
long term growth and processing.
2.5.1 Funding Requirements – Management
The application of new commercial funding to additional woodland management is
dependent upon the development of a better integrated and funded supply chain, for its
outputs, both saw logs and biomass. While the GiB Woodstock project begins to address
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this issue, it is likely to be some time before the bankability of this supply chain attracts
primary investment in hardwood woodlands and their management.

2.6 Sources of Funds
Discussion of potential funding sources under Work Stream 2 has had to consider a wide
range of potential structures and therefore counterparties. From financing expanded core
processing stocks and receivables through traditional trade or expanded self-finance, to links
with biomass and its associated players. Below is a brief summary of the counterparties
engaged during the project, their key interests, and associated requirements. The nature of
subsequent engagement will be determined by the eventual business plan options
developed for GiB Woodstock and its corporate structure.
2.6.1 Stock Finance
Given the issues of working capital tied up in processors stock, which was identified early in
the development of the project bid, stock financing options were the first port of call in
investigating sources of funds.
Although much of the processor stock is broadly common commodities of sawn timber, in
the process of drying, individual saw mills have struggled to obtain any form of trade finance
against this significant, internally funded, cost. This may be due to a range of issues from the
risk of “picking losers”, through the lack of transparent market values, to the small
fragmented and scattered nature of the industry.
Two major funders of stock financing to processing and infrastructure industries were
approached, and demonstrated a high degree of initial scepticism, particularly given the
scale and diversity of the hardwood sector compared to its softwood equivalents. While the
high added value of hardwood processing was attractive, the low market share of domestic
supply and ease of displacement by imports was less so.
Proposition
Stock financing, at attractive commercial rates, is almost certainly available subject to:



An industry consensus to stock fund collectively, through a common vehicle, ideally
with some form of external guarantee.
Preferably with a linkage to similar arrangements for biomass, to allow:
o Scale
o Engagement with whole tree procurement and processing waste
o To complement renewable energy infrastructure investments

2.6.2 Investment Funds
While investment funds are typically conservative, and often long term in outlook, a number
are currently vested in the forestry and wood supply chains.




Pension – prepared to accept very long term returns, particularly where production
incorporates the security of associated land. There may be an appetite for some front
end investment if this releases current bottlenecks and would be more attractive if
accompanied by greater price discovery.
Forestry – similar attitudes to the pension fund, though often with views on
management, processing and future value. Only likely to invest front end against
commitments to re-stock and resulting commercial outputs. Demonstrating the long
term value of integrated supply chains, which can then be traded on a portfolio basis
(like wind farms, for example) is a potential model.
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Biomass – a number of infrastructure and green funds have backed UK biomass
plants over recent years under a range of incentives for renewable electricity and
heat. A key issue in the “bankability” of such projects has been access to long term
fuel supply of sufficient quality, quantity and financial backing, often reverting to one
UK supplier or imports. The development of further, robust, UK supply chain options
for biomass and associated timber is a potential attraction with significant scale.

Proposition
Larger scale and longer term investor funding is likely to be driven by capturing the value of
whole woods, potentially including subsequent growth cycles, or at best all of their outputs.
Isolating timber from biomass reduces the scale of the opportunity and exposes each to
competition or risk of downturn from the other. Funding the operation of any market
mechanism, such as GiB WoodStock is only likely if it can demonstrate delivery of a more
efficient and secure long term supply chain.
2.6.3 Venture Capital
This funding route was explored in the early stages of the project, but is likely to prove
attractive only, if at all, for the delivery of early stage infrastructure. It is too expensive for
stock or credit funding and carries the most onerous terms for collective agreement,
secondary guarantees and potential loss of control.
2.6.4 Other
Self and collective funding
While individual operators appear to have reached an equilibrium in stock financing, either
through cash, logistics or risk constraints, some collaborative options may be worthy of
consideration, such as:




Collective financing – likely to develop only as part of wider collaboration in collective
processing and sales;
Collaboration with other parts of the supply chain, such as consignment financing by
log suppliers in return for participation in processing margin;
Biomass Operators – Given the scale of biomass operations and the long term
nature of contracts, funding of supply chains or hubs combining timber and biomass
show some promise. While end users are unlikely to directly invest, their need to
engage long term brings some potential benefits.

Bonds
A great deal of work has been undertaken on bond finance for the forestry industry, spread
over a number of initiatives and years. While the concept of packaging financial instruments
for discrete markets, such as carbon, is understandable, this has often reflected the
fragmentation of the wood market, leaving a less than coherent proposition to the woodland
owner or future grower.
Further work on financial instruments, and market propositions retains great potential, but
will be largely dependent upon:



Price discovery, for current and forward indexation;
Significantly greater consolidated, federated or consistent action across the supply
chain.

Crowdfunding / Private Investment
Funding of elements of infrastructure, particularly if demonstrating sufficient public or market
good, may attract a range of direct investment. Unless sufficiently clear and compelling, such
approaches can often consume more in promotional expense than they generate.
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Public
While testing the feasibility of a consolidator mechanism, is a key objective of this project,
funding of its delivery, even if feasible, would require a step change in commitment to secure
public funding, given the need for:




Demonstrable benefits, consistent with current policy drivers;
Industry consensus on market benefit;
Value for money and risk assessment to public “standards”.

While application of public funds for forestry and the wood sector may benefit from future
independence from wider European needs, policy is likely to remain uncertain for a
significant time yet.
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3.0 Work Stream 3 – Possible Business Structures and Buying Platform
3.1 Organisational Structure
Grown in Britain (GiB) WoodStock would occupy what is seen to be a current space in the
supply chain, as far as home grown timber is concerned, between the UK saw mills and the
timber merchants supplying construction. This position is a similar position to that held by
consolidation yards and timber exporters in other countries, who currently supply the large
wholesale timber merchants in the UK. GiB WoodStock would provide these wholesale
timber merchants, and others, with Grown in Britain Licenced timber product at a competitive
price that we believe will help fill the gap in supply expected as a result of a reduction in
imported timber due to pests and disease in some supplying countries (e.g. Emerald ash
borer in the USA).
Figure 3.1.1 below is a much simplified version of the supply chain to show the position of
GiB WoodStock.

Fig 3.1.1

The following were identified as possible legal statuses for GiB WoodStock:


Limited Liability Company wholly owned by Grown in Britain



Limited Liability owed by shareholders



Limited Liability Company (Co-operative) owned by a number of partners



Formal Partnership of suppliers and Grown in Britain (e.g. Countrywide Farmers)



Membership Association of suppliers run by Grown in Britain (e.g. Normandie Bois)

Each have their own Pro’s and Con’s (see appendix B) and it will need to be agreed
between the final stakeholders as to the best model to move forward on.
3.2 Membership Criteria
Organisations wanting to offer timber products through GiB WoodStock would be required to
meet the following criteria:



All products offered are Grown in Britain licensed;
All Grown in Britain licensed products are offered;
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Products meet defined material grading standards;
Standard service level agreement is adopted;
GiB WoodStock buying platform stock check software adopted; and
All invoices for products procured through GiB Woodstock carry the GiB WoodStock
branding in addition to any member company branding that may be allowed.

3.3 Business Streams
The overall viability of GiB Woodstock will be dependent upon its ability to add value to the
domestic timber supply chain, and to retain a sufficient proportion of such value to cover the
costs of operational activities required to service those added value services. Marketing is
one such service that could be improved by having one unified voice under GiB WoodStock,
rather than conflicting messages from a number of suppliers.
It has always been envisaged that one of the key areas in which GiB WoodStock would add
value would be in the supply of processed UK timber to the UK merchant sector and its
subsequent construction clients.
Through the “consolidation” activities across a number of UK sawmills, it was suggested that
access to larger and longer term contracts might be possible, and that better funded shared
stock might increase the call on UK Woodland in addition to improved output and finished
stock.
The third element of Woodstock activity, directly connected to the above supply chain
integration, was the provision of services, including those licensed from the likes of English
Woodlands Timber (online buying platform) and the tie up with an online forest platform,
such as Sylva on the myForest Platform, to enable supply chain engagement online.
Each of these service sectors carries different risk and rewards, both for GiB Woodstock and
its various client groups. The various options are considered in a little more detail below.
3.3.1 Logs
It is envisaged that the trading of saw logs will be improved through the linking up of the GiB
buying platform with an online platform, such as that provided by the Sylva myForest
platform, so demand can be assessed against supply. Depending on the finance model logs
may be pre-purchased standing in the woodland or bought online via the platform as
required.
Our research, and evidence from EWT, has suggested that enough logs are available to
underpin growth in domestic supply in the short term. Engagement with forestry contractors
to separate out saw-logs for collection by GiB WoodStock, as part of wider engagement with
woodland owners and biomass, is not therefore core to the short term construction supply
chain activities, but may help underpin the finances and external relationships of GiB
Woodstock.
One area in which the wider integration of the supply chain may be improved, is through the
provision of a central platform for some of the current log buying and biomass acquisition on
a transparent basis. An iterative approach to using the resulting data via the likes of
myForest, Forestry Commission and Woodland agents, might encourage more speculative
“listing” of potential woodland for management, operating in a similar manner to recent
developments in online property sites.
3.3.2 Biomass
Engagement in log procurement, particularly from outside the currently well engaged “estate”
sector, is likely to require a wider service than currently offered by direct relations with
sawmills, or with the limited number of auction sites.
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It is estimated that for 50% of woodlands, the percentage of useable saw logs from
harvesting may be as low as 2%. The economics of management are therefore likely to be
highly dependent upon biomass sales. Early research suggests that even these relatively
low percentages of saw log quality timber can make a significant difference to management
economics, suggesting benefits of an integrated approach.
Early engagement with the finance sector has also revealed strong interest in biomass,
particularly if this offers the ability to contract with a wider grouping of biomass operators,
rather than a range of individual contractors. Working with existing biomass players and
offering a “milk round” collection of the small quantities of potentially higher quality timber
might both add value and allow margin or modest commissions. In addition adding this
optimisation to the flow back to Woodland owners will help build trust in the service and
management models.
3.3.3 Sawn hardwood
A significant proportion of the 500,000m3 of imported timber moving through the major
merchants, takes the form of standard sized square edged boards. This material, is held in
stock at various points along the supply chain in contrast to UK timber which is
predominantly bought “to order” by the merchant sector from sawmills or specialist suppliers
such as English Woodlands Timber.
A UK offering, matching the offer of importers, would be required, i.e. with WoodStock acting
as an “importer” of UK timber. Conversations with three of the largest wholesalers suggested
that there is considerable appetite for such a proposition, based upon the removal of
currency risk, potential supply disruption to some imported material due to pests and
disease, and the longer term marketing benefits of sustainable local wood.
There are a number of caveats however, namely that the domestic offer would have to
compete on:






Quality
o Not necessarily like for like quality with imported material, but consistent
quality conforming to a “specification”, such as the Forestry Commission’s
“Making the Grade” document.
Availability
o Would need to be supplied on a regular basis, in consistent quantities, once
deliveries commenced, particularly once it is marketed as UK wood, rather
than generically European.
Commercial Terms
o Domestic supply cannot expect to command a premium to similar quality
imports, particularly before consistent marketing and supply of UK material
has been established.

The opportunity to displace a percentage of imports will require a consolidated offer, as the
merchants will not buy through a diverse group. For GiB WoodStock to undertake this role, it
is likely to imply trading risk, rather than commissions. The resulting supply from sawmills
may generate a lower unit gross margin than the current sales, but if taking up spare
capacity, without further overhead, is likely to make a good contribution to the sector.
The main focus for sawn timber will be 25mm thick boards of various widths, which are
sought by the large wholesalers, which should make up around 80% of production.
Alongside these will be the 38mm boards which will be used for the thicker joinery items
such as door linings and dodo rail, which should make up around 10% of production. Various
other sizes will make up the remaining 10% of square sawn product as follows:
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50mm

63mm

75mm

100mm

*Ash and oak only
In addition, sawn hardwood will include boules and waney edge boards. Although these will
not be a focus area for GiB WoodStock, they can and will be supplied on request.
3.3.4 Joinery products
Finished joinery products will represent a core “offer” from WoodStock, supplied from a
range of partners, as this represents the higher end of the value added range.
A standardised range of internal joinery products will be available on short lead in, with
standard delivery within three days, and the possibility of a next day delivery service. This
will include door linings, architrave, door stops, skirting, dado rail, as well as solid wood and
flooring. The majority of the products will be manufactured from ex 25mm sawn blanks and
subsequent offcuts, with a smaller proportion manufactured from the 38mm blanks and other
thicknesses as outlined above.
Initial focus for external joinery products will be thermally modified timber (ash, poplar and
sycamore) as well as the existing oak and sweet chestnut market. A standardised range of
external joinery products will also be available. This will include cladding and decking
products, the majority of which will be manufactured from ex 25mm sawn blanks, along with
door and window frames (cills, heads, jambs, and associated sections) manufactured from
the larger section sizes.
3.3.5 Services
In addition to the direct supply of timber, there are a number of services, which might widen
the offering and income ability of GiB WoodStock, while complementing the offerings of
other players (including GiB itself) and improving the efficacy of the supply chain.
These include:






Buying Platform (see below)
o Central
o Bespoke for members
Stock Financing
Marketing
Information Helpdesk
o With Sylva
o With FC/GiB
o With TRADA
o With Wood for Good

3.4 Sales Models
A number of possible sales models have been considered as follows:
Direct Trading Model – All sales would be through the GiB WoodStock buying platform and
sales team. Partner saw mills would be required to agree to a standard discount on all sales
via the GiB WoodStock buying platform and 30 days payment terms. All customers would be
invoiced by GiB WoodStock.
Indirect Trading Model – All sales would pass through the GiB WoodStock buying platform
and sales team. Partner saw mills would be required to agree to a standard commission on
all sales via the GiB WoodStock buying platform and 30 days payment terms. All customers
would be invoiced by the partner saw mill.
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Marketplace Model – All sales would pass through the GiB WoodStock buying platform,
with any contact via the partner saw mill. Partner saw mills would be required to agree to a
standard commission on all sales via the GiB WoodStock buying platform. All customers
would be invoiced direct by the individual saw mill at sales terms agreed by them. GiB
WoodStock would invoice for the commission monthly.
As identified above, the wholesale timber merchants are unlikely to want to trade with a
number of individual suppliers, therefore this would require the direct trading model to be
adopted.
3.5 Investment Requirements
There will need to be an initial investment by the member saw mills, and this will depend on
the legal status of the organisation and the sales model adopted. In the case of a limited
company this would be raised through shares in the organisation, or in the case of a
membership organisation membership fees. If a partnership, then an initial investment would
need to be made by each partner. The amount of investment will need to be agreed by the
board/committee.
Initially a limited number of partners would be able to join the organisation. However as GiB
WoodStock grows, and demand for British timber increases, further partners may be invited
to invest into the organisation helping it to grow. The only pre-requisite would be that they
meet the membership criteria outlined earlier.
One of the key future investment opportunities would be the setting up of a machine shop
that would be able to process various finished products. Initially this work would be carried
out by the partner saw mills. However to allow GiB WoodStock to supply sufficient quantities
of finished joinery product long term it would be advantageous to invest in a dedicated
machine shop.
3.6 Buying Platform
A Grown in Britain WoodStock Buying Platform specification document (June 2016) has
been developed that outlines the requirements of an upgraded version of the current existing
English Woodlands Timber buying platform to meet the needs of the construction and timber
merchant sector.
The specification includes details on the information required to be obtained from the buyer
through an improved search function, including the category of the timber (Boules, Boards.
Joinery, etc.), sizes, grading, origin and any certification. It also details the information
required to be presented to the buyer once timber meeting their search specification is
found, such as quantities available, moisture content, price, delivery policy and who to
contact for further information.
In addition to the purchase of timber, this specification also looks at the option of adding a
log buying element to link the woodland owners with processors. This would ideally be linked
to an online platform, such as the myForest platform developed by the Sylva Foundation, to
enable engagement with smaller, less establish log sellers.
Finally it looks at how the Wood for Good lifecycle database and TRADA performance
information could be linked into the system, to enable those viewing the selected timbers to
see what the lifecycle impacts/benefits would be and ensure the timber is suitable for their
intended purpose.
3.7 Marketing
With the focus of GiB WoodStock being on improving the market for lesser known UK
species, particularly ash, and away from oak, effective marketing is of very high importance.
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There will be a need to change people’s perceptions of UK timber initially, which Grown in
Britain has started to do, and the adoption of a visual grading standard (see below) will give
more confidence in what is to be supplied.
However there is a greater task in promoting different species to clients and changing
architect specifications. There will therefore need to be a dedicated technical/marketing
person whose role will be to promote Grown in Britain timber from GiB WoodStock member
companies to the construction industry with the goal of changing specifications to UK
species. This could be tied in with helping to mitigate the effects of environmental events,
such as Chalara (ash dieback) in ash.
3.8 Visual Grading
Visual grading of all timber offered by GiB WoodStock will be based on the Forestry
Commission Making the Grade document. All partner saw mill will need to make themselves
familiar with the grading standards outlined in this publication and agree to provide product
based only on the grades specified. Where the species to be provided is not included in the
Making the Grade document, the GiB WoodStock sales team and/or the saw mill will agree a
specification with the customer based on the principles of the document.
3.9 Chain of Custody
If operating through a direct trading model GiB WoodStock will take ownership of the stock,
therefore it will require FSC, PEFC and GiB chain of custody certification/licensing to
maintain the chain of custody. It is envisaged that partner saw mills will be carrying out the
delivery, so to enable the chain of custody to be maintained, they would need to have the
ability to print off the GiB WoodStock branded delivery tickets.
3.10 Terms and Conditions
All suppliers will need to adopt standard terms and conditions and be able to provide credit
to the customer when supplying through GiB WoodStock. Credit terms are likely to be
standard 30 days, but some customers may demand longer credit periods which will need to
be agreed by all partners.
3.11 Service Level Agreement
All suppliers will need to agree to work to a standard level of service. This could include:






Standard 3 day delivery on all standard products;
Optional next day delivery offered on all standard products (possibly at additional
cost, and subject to orders being placed by a certain time);
Delivery lead-in periods quoted for all bespoke orders;
All those delivering materials are certified to at least the Bronze standard of the Fleet
Operator Recognition Scheme (FORS);
All drivers to wear Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) as specified by the
customer when delivering to customer premises.

3.12 Delivery
The partner saw mill will be responsible for arranging delivery of the product. The delivery
cost would have been included within the price quoted for the timber (see above). The cost
of next day delivery would be charged as an extra.
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3.13 Help Desk
Under the Direct and Indirect sales models the GiB WoodStock helpdesk will be staffed by a
GiB WoodStock sales team employee. Under the Marketplace model the helpdesk will need
to be staffed by the General Manager.
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4.0 Work Stream 4 – Material Efficiencies
4.1 Interrogation of Survey Data
The customer survey highlighted six key hardwood timber product lines, namely:







Doors and frames (76%)
Internal joinery (72%)
Windows and screens (63%)
Flooring (56%)
Cladding (41%)
Decking (37%)

Although hardwood cladding and decking was used by less than half of the respondents,
these were seen as key volume building product lines as the quantities used were large.
4.2 Hardwood Processing in Other Parts of the World
To be competitive the UK hardwood sector would need to achieve processing efficiency
levels equivalent to other parts of the world. The chosen locations to investigate were North
America (USA/Canada) and France, both of which supply a significant proportion of the
imported temperate hardwood into the UK.
From discussions with consortium members and major hardwood timber wholesalers, we
were able to establish the standard dimensions of kiln dried sawn square edge timber
regularly imported from these regions. These were generally random widths with the
following standard thicknesses:
25mm

32mm

38mm

63mm

75mm

100mm

50mm

In addition, European oak, American white oak, and ash are available 18mm thick.
From these discussions it was identified that the predominant thickness was 25mm, which
accounted for approximately 80% of the volume.
The processing of hardwood timber in these two locations was therefore assessed to see
whether any efficiencies could be identified from their processes. They both appeared to
concentrate on a limited number of product lines (e.g. beam, sleeper and 25mm boards in
France) with appropriate technology employed to match these lines. The processing in
France was very much based on high volume throughput with log scanning being one of the
key efficiency measure identified. In the USA the process was similar with efficiencies being
achieved through high volumes of timber and scanning technologies. Both provided a
standard thickness product at random widths for sale into the UK market, which was not
generally available from UK saw mills.
4.3 Improving UK Log Yield
A discussion was convened between English Woodlands Timber and T Brewer to discuss
which hardwood joinery products a specialist timber merchant would normally supply to the
construction industry. It was agreed that the products described above in section 4.1 were
the key product ranges supplied to the industry, but that items such as doors, stair parts and
windows were now normally supplied through specialist manufacturers with their own supply
chains.
Based on the standard finished joinery dimensions it was agreed that two blank kiln dried
section sizes should be trialled:
25 x 150 (80%) – Architrave, skirting, dado/picture rail, flooring, cladding, decking
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38 x 150 (10%) – Door linings
The various components above could be manufactured by ripping the 150mm widths down,
for example two lengths of 20 x 69 architrave could be manufactured from a 25 x 150 board.
Offcuts from the above would be used to manufacture the smaller section sizes such as
stops, quadrant and glazing beads. Profiles over 145mm could be manufactured in two
sections, for example an Ogee skirting could be manufactured from an ex75/100mm
moulded top section with a 95 to 145mm base section.
There will also be a need to produce a small amount of 18mm, 32mm, 50mm and 63mm
thick boards for Window boards, Dado rail, Cill, Head and Jamb sections for door and screen
frames. Therefore it is anticipated that the remaining 10% would be made up of the following
kiln dried stock thicknesses, left as waney edge until required:
18 x as cut width – Stop, glazing bead, and other small sections
32 x as cut width – Window board and dado rail
50 x as cut width – Flat cills
63 x as cut width – Head and jambs
We also need to consider the lengths that these will be cut, to minimise wastage. For
example a standard door lining to suit a 762mm x 1981mm (2’6” x 6’6”) door or 838mm x
1981mm (2’9” x 6’6”) door will require around 5000mm of timber (two jambs at 2050mm and
one head at 910mm). Therefore the best lengths for door linings would be 2100mm (one
jamb or two heads), 3000mm (one jamb and one head) and 5100mm (two jambs and one
head). Similar lengths would be required for the architraves and stops, although architraves
should be left slightly longer wherever possible due to the increased length required for an
838mm wide door. Skirting, dado rail and cladding are less restricted, but longer lengths,
3600mm and above, are desirable. Window boards will normally be cut to size, and are
generally shorter lengths, below 2100mm.
4.4 Sawing of logs
The partner mill, English Woodlands Timber, normally cut their logs at 29mm and 41mm
thick to achieve a 25mm or 38mm sawn board, which appeared very conservative, so a
number of boards of oak and ash were processed to see how little timber could be removed.
It was found that in oak there was little scope to reduce the thickness due to large distortions
in the boards during kilning, however in ash the distortion was much less allowing the boards
to be cut at 27mm or thinner, improving log yields by up to 8%. In addition, where finished
product blanks can be produced straight from a waney edge board, then board thickness
could be adjusted to suit the required finished product dimensions improving yields even
further.
4.5 Sample Boards
Based on the above it was decided to produce a range of sample boards and products, in
various grades as defined by the Forestry Commission Making the Grade document, as
follows:
150 x 25 sawn boards at 2m long in the following timbers:






Grade 1 White Ash
Grade 1 Olive Ash
Grade 1 Oak
Light Pippy Oak
Brown/Tiger Oak

Grade 2 Olive Ash
Grade 2 Oak
Medium Pippy Oak
Quarter Sawn
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Heavy Pippy Oak
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Grade 1 Beech
Grade 1 Sycamore
Ripple Sycamore
Grade 1 Sweet Chestnut
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Grade 2 Beech
Grade 2 Sycamore

Grade 3 Beech
Grade 3 Sycamore

Grade 2 Sweet Chestnut

Grade 3 Sweet Chestnut

Finished products:


Ash
o
o









o
o
Oak
o

Grade 1 White Ash – 20 x 120 Chamfered Skirting, 20 x 69 Pencil Round
Architrave, 12 x 45 Square Stop
Grade 1 Olive Ash – 20 x 120 Chamfered Skirting, 20 x 69 Pencil Round
Architrave, 12 x 45 Square Stop
Grade 2 Olive Ash – 20 x 144 T&G Floor board
Grade 3 Olive Ash – 20 x 144 T&G Floor board
Grade 1 Oak – 20 x 120 20 x 120 Chamfered Skirting, 20 x 69 Pencil Round
Architrave, 12 x 45 Square Stop
Grade 2 Oak – 20 x 144 TGV Cladding, 21 x 144 Decking
Grade 3 Character Oak – 20 x 144 T&G Floor board
Pippy – 20 x 144 PAR
Brown/Tiger Oak – 20 x 144 PAR
Quarter Sawn – 20 x 144 PAR

o
o
o
o
o
Beech
o Grade 1 Beech – 20 x 144 20 x 120 Chamfered Skirting, 20 x 69 Pencil
Round Architrave, 12 x 45 Square Stop
o Grade 2 Beech – 20 x 144 T&G Floor board
Sycamore
o Grade 1 Sycamore – 20 x 120 Chamfered Skirting, 20 x 69 Pencil Round
Architrave, 12 x 45 Square Stop
o Grade 2 Sycamore – 20 x 144 T&G Floor board
o Grade 3 Sycamore – 20 x 144 T&G Floor board
o Ripple Sycamore – 20 x 144 PAR
Sweet Chestnut
o Grade 1 Sycamore – 20 x 120 Chamfered Skirting, 20 x 69 Pencil Round
Architrave, 12 x 45 Square Stop
o Grade 2 Sycamore – 20 x 144 T&G Floor board
o Grade 3 Sycamore – 20 x 144 T&G Floor board

4.6 Cost Comparison
In calculating the costs associated with the above processing (purchasing logs, milling,
drying, kiln drying, etc.) it was found that, by implemented good working practices, and the
efficiency measures described above, UK mills could compete favourably with imported ash
and character oak, and could even compete with European prime oak. However it would be
very difficult to compete with prime American white oak as the margins were very small for
square edge product.
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5.0 Work Stream 5 – Dissemination of Information
5.1 Timber Expo 2015
An industry engagement breakfast session was held at Timber Expo (now part of the Build
UK exhibition) on the 7th October 2015. There was a limited turnout, even though the
invitation was sent out via TRADA, TTF, and BWF and tweeted before the show, however
good feedback was received from those who did attend and this information was fed into the
questionnaire for the industry surveys.
The opportunity was also taken to discuss the project with a number of the exhibitors who
could not make the breakfast briefing, extracting some very useful information and insight.
5.2 Ecobuild 2016
A speaking slot was secured at Ecobuild on the 8th March 2016 to disseminate the findings
of the Work Stream 1 Report and to engage with the specifier community. This was a very
popular session with over 100 attendees hearing the proposals for a central platform.
In addition, Grown in Britain were able to secure a stand for the whole of the show (7th, 8th
and 9th March 2016) where we were able to showcase a selection of the sample boards
produced for Work Stream 4, manufactured from the species identified in Work Stream 1
(Fig 5.1.1). There were over 200 visitors to the stand over the three days of the event, and
all were impressed with the quality of the timber. Many commented that it was nice to see
alternative timbers to oak on display, with the sycamore flooring and ash door set attracting
the most attention.

Fig 5.1.1 – Grown in Britain stand at Ecobuild 2016
5.3 APF 2016
Two speaking slots were secured at the APF show for the 15th and 16th September 2016 to
disseminate the findings of this final report to the forestry industry. In addition GiB
WoodStock had a presence on the Grown in Britain stand for these two days, and was
therefore able to discuss the contents with interested parties in more detail.
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Glossary
AHEC – American Hardwood Export Council
BRE – Building Research Establishment
BWF – British Woodworking Federation
Charlara - Also known as ash dieback, is a disease of ash trees caused by a fungus called
Hymenoscyphus fraxineus (the fungus was previously called Chalara fraxinea, hence the
name of the disease).
EWT – English Woodlands Timber
FC – Forestry Commission
FSC – Forest Stewardship Council
GiB – Grown in Britain
PAR – Planned All Round. Square edge timber that has been passed through a planner to
achieve a smooth finish on all sides.
PEFC – Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification
Overbark Standing (OBS) - Volume of stemwood to 7cm top diameter, including stump
(above ground) and usable branchwood (of minimum 3m in length and 7cm top diameter).
Sawn Square Edge – Finished sawn timber ready for processing into a finished product.
Sawn Timber Volumes - Width is measured across the narrow face including half the width
of the wane. Width is measured 300mm in from each end of the piece, and at the centre
point. These measurements are added together and then divided by three to get the average
width. Thickness is measured at the thinnest point. Length is measured as the length of the
longest rectangle having square ends, and uniform width, and thickness. The length
measure is rounded down to the nearest 100mm below actual dimension. See Fig 6.1 below.

Fig 6.1
T&G – Tongued and Grooved
TGV – Tongued and Grooved, with the addition of a chamfered edge to form a V when
joined.
TRADA – Timber Research and Development Association
TTF – Timber Trade Federation
UKCG – UK Contractors Group (now part of Build UK)
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Appendix A – Standard Hardwood Product Range
Doors, Frames and Architraves

Flat Cill
44 x 144
44 x 170

Head / Jamb
55 x 85

Door Drip
44 x 69

Square Stop
12 x 34
12 x 45

Pencil Round
Stop
12 x 34
12 x 45

Ovolo Stop
12 x 34
12 x 45

Pencil Round
Architrave
16 x 44
20 x 44
16 x 69
20 x 69

Ogee Architrave
16 x 44
20 x 44
16 x 69
20 x 69
20 x 94

Ovolo Architrave

Quadrant
12 x 12
15 x 15
19 x 19

Astragal
12 x 24
14 x 32
20 x 44
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16 x 44
16 x 69

Internal lining
32 x 125 (cut to
custom width)

20 x 44
20 x 69

Torus Architrave
16 x 44
20 x 44
16 x 69
20 x 69
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Internal Joinery

5/10mm Pencil Round
Skirting
16 x 94
19 x 94
19 x 120
19 x 144
19 x 169

Ogee Skirting
19 x 94
19 x 120
19 x 144
19 x 169

Ovolo Skirting
16 x 94
19 x 94
19 x 120
19 x 144
19 x 169

Dado Rail
20 x 57

Dado Rail
32 x 67

Scotia Picture
Rail
20 x 44

Panel Mould
14 x 26
14 x 34
14 x 44

Panel Mould
14 x 26
14 x 34
14 x 44

Panel Mould
14 x 26
14 x 34
14 x 44

Window Board
26 x
70/95/120/145/175/193/
220/240/290

D Mould
8 x 21

Half Round
8 x 21

Crown Handrail
44 x 68

Square Newel
90 x 90

Square Spindle
32 x 32
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Torus Skirting
19 x 94
19 x 120
19 x 144
19 x 169

Panel Mould
14 x 26
14 x 34
14 x 44
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Windows & Screens

Flat Cill
44 x 144/170

Head/Jamb
63 x 70

Bottom Rail
44 x 63

Sash Stile
32 x 44
44 x 44

Top Sash Meeting
Rail
27 x 40
32 x 52

Bottom Sash
Meeting Rail
27 x 40
32 x 52

Sash Bar
20 x 32
20 x 44

Parting Bead
8 x 20
8 x 27

Staff Bead
15 x 20
15 x 27

Glazing Bead
12 x 14

Fire Glazing Bead
23 x 25

Bevelled Bead
12 x 22

Flooring

T&G Floor Board
20 x 120
20 x 150
20 x 180
20 x 200

Scotia Bead
19 x 19
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Stile
44 x 44

Rebated Bevel
Bead
12 x 22
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Cladding

Sawn Square Edge
20 x 100
20 x 125
20 x 150

Sawn Feather
Edge
4-18 x 150
6-23 x 150
6-23 x 175
6-23 x 200

TGV
20 x 95
20 x 120
20 x 145
20 x 195

Shiplap
20 x 95
20 x 120
20 x 145
20 x 195

Halflap (square)
20 x 95
20 x 120
20 x 145
20 x 195

Halflap (top bevel)
20 x 95
20 x 120
20 x 145
20 x 195

Halflap (bevel)
20 x 95
20 x 120
20 x 145
20 x 195

Splayed
20 x 95
20 x 120
20 x 145
20 x 195

Decking 2
21 x 95
21 x 120
21 x 145

Decking 3
21 x 95
21 x 120
21 x 145

Decking 4
21 x 95
21 x 120
21 x 145

Decking

Decking 1
21 x 95
21 x 120
21 x 145
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Appendix B – Organisation Structure Pros & Cons
Legal Status

Pros

Cons

Limited Liability
Company wholly owned
by Grown in Britain with
profits generated by
margin/commission on
sales



Grown in Britain would
keep all profits
English Woodlands Timber
charge fee for buying
platform licence
Liabilities limited



Independent Limited
Liability Company owned
by shareholders with
Grown in Britain and/or
membership
organisation(s) as a
board members



Ensures independence and
wider industry interest
English Woodlands Timber
charge fee for buying
platform licence
Grown in Britain charge fee
for licensing logo?



Limited Liability Cooperative owned by a
number of partners
(including Grown in
Britain?) with profits
generated by
margin/commission on
sales



Grown in Britain charge fee
for licensing logo
English Woodlands Timber
charge fee for buying
platform licence
Suppliers could supply at
their normal rate
All partners share in profits,
limiting cost of discount
Liabilities limited



Saw mills would need to
supply at an agreed
discount for WoodStock
to be competitive

Grown in Britain charge fee
for licensing logo
English Woodlands Timber
charge fee for buying
platform licence



Saw mills would need to
supply at an agreed
discount for WoodStock
to be competitive
Liabilities covered by
individual partner
companies

No need to set up a formal
company
Grown in Britain charge fee
for licensing logo
English Woodlands Timber
charge fee for buying
platform licence

















Formal Partnership with
profits generated by
margin/commission on
sales

Membership Association
with central functions
paid for by membership
fee.
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Saw mills would need to
supply at a price that
allows WoodStock to be
competitive
No ownership from
required supply chain, so
may not get buy-in
Saw mills would need to
supply at a price that
allows WoodStock to be
competitive
No ownership from
required supply chain, so
may not get buy-in

Saw mills would need to
become members with no
guarantee of sales
Requires trust from
members
Liabilities covered by
management committee
members
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Commercial Model

Pros

Cons

Direct Trading Model









Operates like a commercial
trading company
GiB WoodStock retain
knowledge of buyer
Costs covered by margin
applied on sales
Pooled marketing resource







Indirect Trading Model








Marketplace Model







Contact between customer
and GiB Woodstock only
Member saw mills process,
dispatch and invoice orders
Bad debts responsibility of
member saw mills (central
fund could be put in place
to help with this?)
GiB WoodStock would not
need to be FSC, PEFC or
GiB certified/licensed
Pooled marketing resource



Partner saw mill takes on
all risks
Member saw mills process,
dispatch and invoice orders
GiB WoodStock would not
need to be FSC, PEFC or
GiB certified/licensed
Pooled marketing resource
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Grown in Britain
(company) liable for bad
debts
Requires a larger team to
issue invoices, chase
debts, etc. as well as
sales and purchase
Saw mills would need to
agree to a standard
discount on sales through
GiB WoodStock
GiB WoodStock will need
to be FSC, PEFC and
GiB certified/licensed
Small chance of sales
relationship forming
between saw mill and
customer
Saw mills would need to
agree to a standard
commission on sales
through GiB WoodStock

No direct GiB WoodStock
contact with customers
Saw mills would need to
agree to a standard
commission on sales
through GiB WoodStock
Marketing would need to
be done by individuals,
leading to duplication
GiB WoodStock may lose
subsequent sales due to
relationship being formed
between buyer and seller
Wholesalers have no
interest in this model

